Appendices
Appendix A: Recurrent Neural Network
Figure A.1: A recurrent network
For analyzing the time series data, a recurrent neural network is used which specializes in processing a sequence of values. ! " , ! $ , ! % , … … … … , ! '(" , ! ' . Recurrent neural networks utilize the concept of parameter sharing across different layers of a model, thus making it easier to generalize the sequence length. Here, the notation, ! ' , represents a vector which contains the sequence of data at any time limit, ). Let's consider the following form based on the problem at hand: * ' = ,-* ('(") , θ " , θ $ , … . , , θ 2 3
Where, * is the state of the system and θ are the parameters affecting the state being considered. This is a recurrent system as the state * ' is dependent on the input parameter * ('(") , which is the state of the system at its previous time step. This can be unfolded by applying the definition for ) − 1. Such a recurrent process is shown in Figure A Let b and c be bias vectors and A, B, and C be weight matrices of 'input to hidden', 'hidden to output' and 'hidden to hidden' connection respectively (see Figure A. 2). For the following graph the updating equation will be (with the activation function being the hyperbolic tangent):
The total loss for a given sequence of * values paired with a sequence of ? values would then be the sum of the losses over all the time steps. This can be written as a likelihood function as follows:
C(〈! " , ! $ , … … , ! '(" , ! ' 〉, 〈? " , ? $ , … … , ? '(" , ? ' 〉) = − F GHI J (? ' |〈! " , ! $ , … … , ! '(" , ! ' 〉) ' The loss function is optimized using a gradient decent model. The final architecture used to predict the blood glucose level is shown in Figure B .1. Table B .1 shows the optimized hyperparameters used by the model to predict for each patient. Glucose ii. The model output at time, ) + 1 is the predicted blood glucose level. b. The training data is normalized within the range of (-1,1). Using the scale of the training data, the test data is transformed into a normalized form. c. Missing Blood Glucose levels were replaced as described in Handling missing value section. 3. The model only utilizes the past blood glucose level L ' i.e. it only uses the past observation instead of using a history of past sequences. This is done considering future blood glucose level is most likely to be affected by the last observed glucose level than a distance past observation. 4. The mean absolute error is minimized as an objective function using Adam backpropagation with a learning rate of 0.001 with a decay of 0.01. 5. The model hyper-parameters are optimized using advanced design of experiments methodology. 
